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PREFACE 
The purpose in writing this paper was to acquire 
more knowledge in some of the newer areas of electronics . 
The areas of electronics explored were printed circuits, 
integrated circuits, transistors, and multiplex frequency 
modulation . 
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Introduction 
The areas of electronics which are dealt v1i th 
in this paper are all recent developments . The first. 
car radio to use transistors was in 1957, and it used 
only one. With the extended use of transistors the 
application of printed circuits became feasible. In 
1963 the transistors were perfected to the extent that 
they could handle high enough frequencies so that the 
AM- FM car radio was introduced. Within the last year 
electronic kit manufacturers have made available stereo 
FM receivers which are transistorized . The integrated 
circuit is just now making its debut in the fields of 
commercial consumption. 
Material relating to these new areas is difficult 
to acquire because it must be of a current nature . This 
paper has been written with the hope that it will be of 
assistance in the teaching of these areas to advanced 
electronic students . When using this material as a guide 
care must be taken, however, to insure the.t new develop-
ments which are occurring continuously are included in 
the presentation . 
PRINTED CIRCUITS 
Printed circuits are relatively new in the field 
of electronics. The first mass production of complete 
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printed circuits was set up at the plant of Globe Union, 
Incorporated, in 1945. The plant produced printed electronic 
subassemblies for mortar fuses at the rate of over five 
1 thousand daily. 
A printed circuit is fabricated on a board which 
serves as an insulating base. The circuit boerd base 
may be made from Bakelite, epoxy, silicon, Teflon, fiber-
glass, or a paper-base phenolic material that has been 
impregnated with a thermosetting phenolic resin e,nd 
pressed into a solid sheet . Of all the various types the 
laminated phenolic board is the most universally used. 
The circuit board sheets range in thickness from 1/64 to 
1/4 inch . The 1/16 inch circuit board is the most common 
thickness . However, there i s one process by which printed 
circuits can be made so thin that they can be put on a 
2 tissue paper base . 
1cledo Brunetti and Roger W. Curtis, Printed Circuit 
Techniques, United States Department of Commerce, November 15, 
1947, 1. 
211 stamping Process Used for Circuit Boards, 11 Electronics, 
X.XXV (October 12, 1962), 76. 
The electrical properties of paper-base laminates 
are designated as X, XX, and XXX, as determined by the 
National Electrical Manufacturers Association . If the 
laminated board has good punching qualities the letter 
"P" will follow the grade designation, , as XXY..P . 
The next step is to cover the board with foil . 
Depending upon the design requirements, either one or 
both sides of the board may be covered . The copper-clad 
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board is the one which is most commonly used . The copper 
usually ranges from . 0007 to . 0094 inches in thickness; 
this thickness is determined by the current carrying 
demands of the circuit. The paths may be of different 
widths but in no case should they be narrower than 1/64 
of an inch . So~etimes in place of a copper foil special 
applications of silver or aluminum foil may be required . 1 
The layout of the circuit board is the next step . 
After carefully studyin5 the schematic, the layout should 
first be done on paper . The fundamental point to remember 
is that the circuits must be drawn so that the wires do 
not cross each other; this is not an easy job and it 
accounts for the apparently random design on a circuit 
board . The task of circuit layout is made appreciably 
easier by the fact that if conductors need to cross a 
break can be put in one conductor and a resistor, capacitor, 
or coil can be used to bridge the gap . 
1 James A . Gupton, Jr ., "How to Etch Professional 
Printed Circuit Boards," Ponular Electronics, CY..Y..V 
(March , 1966), 56-7. 
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When the layout has been determined then it must 
be decided how it will be developed into a printed circuit. 
There are many processes which may be used in the production 
of the finished circuit; however, the most common are: 
etchin3, stamping, embossing, and plating. Of these 
techniques the etching process is the most used and the 
least expensive. It is also most adaptable to the 
construction techniques of the home builder. 
After the etching process has been decided upon, 
the next sten is to lay out the circuit design on the 
copper-clad board and to decide upon the kind of resist 
to apply. Resist is the material that is used to mark 
those areas of the copper laminate that make ·up the 
printed circuit. There are many tynes of resist to 
choose from such as: paraffin wax, special types of 
ink, resist in tubes with snecial tips for writing on 
the copper, and press-on adhesive tape. The resist is 
applied to the board so as to correspond to the snecific 
circuit wiring. 
After determining the circuit design and applying 
the resist the next step is the etching . The etchant 
solution may be acids , oxidizers, or corrosive alkali. 
The most commonly used material is ferric chloride. Acids 
are the least desirable because of the precautions which 
must be observed. 1 
If the choice has been made to use ferric chloride 
powder, the following procedure would be used . Dissolve 
one pound of powder in one pint of hot tap water. Slowly 
pour the ferric chloride into the water; be certain to 
allow the solution to cool off when it becomes hot before 
adding additional ferric chloride . When the ferric chloride 
is completely dissolved it will have a dark reddish brown 
color . Drop a few glass marbles into the etch ing container 
to keep the circuit board from lying flat on the bottom. 
The etching process will require approximately twenty to 
thirty minutes to complete . By heating the solution to 
150° Fahrenheit the whole process can be speeded up, but 
too rapid etching will produce serious undercutting below 
the resist . 
After the circuit board is removed from the etching 
solution the resist is removed and the printed circuit 
is ready to have the holes drilled in it for attaching 
the components . The holes are made with a number fifty-
three drill . If there are any burrs on the copper foil 
they can be removed by using 000 sandpaper or steel wool . 
The circuit board is now ready for the mounting of 
the parts . Usually the components leads are soldered 
directly to copper foil; however , if it is anticipated 
that there will be frequent lead removals, copper or brass 
eyelets should be used . Care must be taken when soldering 
to the etched circuit board, for if excessive heat is 
used the copper will lift from the surface of the board. 
This completes the making of a printed circuit. 
6 
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INTEGRATED. GIRGUITS 
What is an integrated circuit? A monolithic, or 
fully integrated, microcircuit. is one in which resistors, , 
capacitors, and transistors are fabricated and fnterconnec.ted 
on a common substance, which is itself a semiconductor 
material, as a single solid-circuit element . This is 
accomplished by electrochemical techniques . 
The monolithic circuit begins with the production 
of a chemically pure silicon crystal. This is accomplished 
by placing a seed crystal into molten silicon and slowly 
and precisely removing it so a s to form a single crystal 
which is about six inches long and one inch in diameter . 
The crystal is sliced, with a diamond saw, into wafers 
about twelve-thousandths of an inch thick. The wafers 
are then l apped flat and chemically etched to form a 
smooth surfaced wafer about five-thousandths of an inch 
thick and an inch i n diameter . This wafer is called a 
silicon chip. 
The next process in the formation of an integrated 
circuit is diffusion . The size and location of the area 
to be diffused is controlled by the use of masks . The 
masks are made by skilled artists and then reduced by 
photolithographic techniques 250,000 times in size before 
they reach working proportions. Now the masks are so 
small that about 400 of them can be arranged in the spa ce 
of the silicon wafer. 
By using the masks, layers of the desired depth and 
shape are diffused on the silicon wafer. Other ma sks, 
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used to apply either other diffusions or a silicon-dioxide 
insulation layer, are used to form successive layers until 
the final components are made. By proper arrangement of 
the various diffusion layers it is possible to create 
transistors, d iodes, resistors, and capacitors, each 
working because of the differences existing at the inter-
faces between the various diffused layers. This whole 
unit is very compact; in fact, it is possible to produce 
an integrated circuit which is as t h in as this paper and 
1 
as small as a hole in a window screen. 
Integrated circuits have many advantages over vacuum 
tubes. Since they do not use heat to free the electrons 
as vacuum tubes do, a lot of electrical power is saved; they 
save as much as 99%. They run cool so getting rid of heat~-
often a serious ventilation problem--is unnecessary. 
Integrated circuits provide instant operation; there is no 
1Leslie Solomon, "Integrated Circuits," Electronics 
World, LXXII (September, 1964), 27-32 . 
warm-up period needed . They have a definite advantage in 
size and weight saving . 
9 
An integrated circuit no ·. larger than a quarter might 
contain as many as eighty components . This makes it possible 
to greatly reduce the size of electronic devices . For 
instance a computer which was the size of a refrigerator 
has been reduced to the size of a cigarette case and weighs 
ten ounces . 
Another advantage of the integrated circuit is that 
it should last indefinitely . In one test , . Philco ran a 
series of these circuits at maximµm performance over 12i 
million operation hours . This is equivalent to almost 
1500 years of use . Just one failure resulted . 
All these advances in the use of printed circuits 
add up to smaller , less costly , more dependable , electronic 
products . Soon the pocket radio may be replaced with a 
pocket television . It is now nearly possible to put the 
entire circuitry of a color television set inside a man ' s 
wrist watch case . 
Printed circuits are beginning to play an important 
role in the medical field . There is a capsule which 
contains a radio transmitter which reports on acid balance , 
pressure, and other factors to a room receiver . The patien~ 
swallows the capsule and an accurate record of the conditions 
in the patient ' s digestive system is recorded for the doct~r . 
10 
Russian research teams are experimenting with 
miniature computers and control devices connected to 
tiny motors in artificial arms. By using the minute elec-
trical impulses from the patient's remaining nerve ends, 
it is hoped that the artificial arm will function in a 
normal manner . 1 
The field of personal communications is fast developing 
into a new art. In the use of telephones, there is already 
in existence a circuit that will take over when you have 
dialed a number and get a busy signal. The circuit keeps 
trying the number until it is free and answers; then it 
rings you back. 
It will be possible, whenever you are at any place 
equipped with a telephone, to punch into that phone your 
own personal code. Then, when anyone calls your home 
number and gets no answer, computer circuitry will in 
seconds scan every telephone in the city until it finds 
the one where your code is temporarily registered and 
proceed to ring that number. That circuitry could, at the 
caller's command, continue its search through the phone 
system of the entire world, until it had either reached 
you or reported that your code was not punched into any 
phone on earth at the moment . 
1 Charles Leedham, 11 The 'Chip ' · Revolutionizes Electronics, 11 
The New York Times Magazine , MCMLXX (September 19, 1965), 56-57 . 
1 1 
Leslie Solomon, an editor of Electronics World, once 
said of these future personal communication and search 
systems, 11 We will soon be at the point, where, if your 
party doesn't answer, he is dead. 111 
Until recently integrated circuite have been so costly 
that their use was largely restricted to medical, military, 
and space needs. However, manufacturers have begun to 
steadily lower the prices. Circuits can now be purchased 
for one dollar which two years ago cost as much as four 
2 hundred dollars. 
Conservative estimates are that integrated circuits 
will start arriving in the consumer field sometime within 
the next four or five years.3 
1Ibid., 56-57. 
2J. R. Berry, "Miniature World of Microcircuits," 
Popular Mechanics, CXXIV (September, 1965), 123. 
3solomon, ~ cit. 
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SEMICONDUCTORS 
The beginning of the transistor can be traced back 
to 1833 and Mi chael Faraday. While experimenting with 
silver sulphide Faraday observed that silver sulphide, 
unlike other metals, had a negative temperature coefficient. 
This discovery paved the way to the research which led to 
the development of the transistor. 
The transistor was first announced to the world in 
1948 by Bell Telephone Laboratory. Since its conception 
the transistor has improved tremendously. Transistors are 
now used in everything from satellites, which may contain 
up to 2500 transistors and 3500 diodes, to the two tran-
sistor "pacemaker," which is imbedded in the human chest 
and enables the heart natient to lead a nearly normal life. 
In nearly every area of life the transistor has wrought 
significant improvements in efficiency, reliability, and 
economy. 
Semiconductor technology is usually referred to as 
solid-state. From this one would conclude that the matter 
used in the fabrication of various semiconductor devices is 
a solid instead of the nearly perfect vacuum found in the 
thermionic tube. Actually the so-called solid is not solid 
at all when the atom, which is the basic ingredient of the 
semiconductor, and all its intricate and complicated internal 
structure, which is mostly space, is considered . The 
semiconductors deriv.e their name from the fact that they 
are made from materials that are neither good conductors 
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nor good insulators . At the present time germanium and 
silicon, which are hard, brittle crystals, are the most 
popular semiconductors . The conductivity of a semiconductor 
is determined by the impurity c.ontent of the material . 
To understand the principle on which a semiconductor 
works the structure of the atom must be understood. Germa-
nium possesses a posi ti v.ely charged nucleus of thirty-tvrn 
while the silicon atom's nucleus possesses a positive charge 
of fourteen . In each case the total positive charge of the 
nucleus is equalized by the total effective negative charge 
of the electrons . The electrons traveling within their 
respective orbits possess energy since they are a definite 
mass in motion . The energy level is dictated by the electron's 
momentum and its closeness to the nucleus . The closer the 
electron to the nucleus , the greater the holding influence 
of the nucleus on the electron and the 5reater the energy 
required for the electron to break loose and become free . 
I t is possible for the electrons in the outer orbit, valence 
electrons, to break free and become conductors of electricity . 
The most important characteristic of most atoms is 
their ability to unite with other ator.is . Such an atom is 
called a valent atom . This ability is dependent on those 
electrons that exist in the parent atom's valence band, 
leaving the band to move into the valence band of a 
neighboring atom. Orbits are thus enlarged to encompass 
two parent atoms rather than only one; the action is 
reciprocated in that electrons from the neighboring atoms 
also take part in this mutual combining process . 
In the structure of pure germanium and pure silicon 
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crystals the molecules are in an ordered pattern. In 
actual practice it is impossible to form perfect crystals. 
Even in highly purified crystals imperfections exist making 
the crystal a poor conductor rather than a nonconductor. 
At the beginning of the manufacturing process single crystal 
material which is as nearly perfect as possible is chosen. 
If the conductivity of a crystal is to be increased,. heat, 
radiation, and impurities may be added •. 
Do~ing is the adding of impurities to the semiconductor 
when it is formed to increase its conductivity. These 
impurities, . added in the form of atoms, replace a few of 
the exi sting semiconductor atoms that make up the crystal 
lattice structure. An impurit:sr atom, depending on its 
nature, may either donate a free electron to the crystal 
structure or it may accept a free electron from another atom 
in the structure. 
Should the replacement impurity atom contain only 
three electrons in its valence band, instead of the usual 
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four·:, , a.11 three will be used up in . covalent bonds with 
neighboring semiconductor atoms. Since a lack, or defi-
c.iency, of one electron prevails, an empty space will exist 
causing one bond to be unsatisfied. This empty space in 
the impurity at.om' s valence band is called a hole and is 
positive in nature. This type of material is called p-type. 
In p-type materials both holes and electrons exist and 
contribute to the total conduction. Most of the conduction 
is carried on by hole flow, thus we call the holes the 
major carriers and electrons the minority carriers. 
In n-type material the added impurity has five 
electrons in its valence band instead of the usual four. 
Four of the electrons will be used to form covalent bonds 
with neighboring semiconductor atoms. Since there is one 
free electron, it is free to leave its parent atom. Thus, 
in a n-type semiconductor the major carriers are electrons •. 
In a semiconductor conduction takes place by the 
movement of charge carriers known as holes and free-
electrons. In a n-type semiconductor, the electron flow 
is from negative to positive. In a p-type semiconductor 
the hole flow is from positive to negative. 
If a p-type and a n-type semiconductor were combined, 
the point where they combined would be called a pn junction-. 
When the two dissimilar materials are united an energy 
exchange occurs as the materials try to equalize. At this 
instant of brief conduction the donor and acceptor atoms 
change their charge states and ionize . The electrical 
neutrality of both p and n materials upset by this brief 
1 6 
but dynamic .. exchange of electrons results in the combining 
of the p and n materials . _ During the forming, hole-electron 
recombinations readily occur, and as the action progresses 
a limited area empty of free charge carriers is produced . 
This "no free-charge land" is called by many names. But 
mostly it is referred to as a pn junction or junc,tion diode . 
Although it appears that during the brief forming 
process all existing free charge carriers should combine, 
this is not the case . If this did occur, assuming equal 
impurity content of the p-type and n-type materials, a 
single piece of neutralized crystal would result. However, 
after a few recombinations take place in the vicinity of 
the junction area and a "no free- charge land" is produced , 
conduction decreases as an electric field builds up generated 
by the newly created positive ions in the n-type material 
and negative ions in the p-type material . 
The pn junction electric field is often referred to as 
a space charge equivalent battery . This effect can be 
expressed in volts. A pn junction made from germanium has 
an equivalent battery field voltage of about . 3 volt; a 
junction made from silicon, about . 6 volt . Herein lies 
the real importance for the existence of the pn junction 
in its relation to external circuitry. Depending on the 
polarity of the applied voltage, the crystal will either 
pass or block current. In short, it will rectify. 
When a second pn junction is adjacent to the first 
with the connecting semiconductor material common to both 
junctions,, by forward biasing one junction and reverse 
biasing the other junction a power gain is possible. 
Depending on which side of the existin5 pn junction the 
second junction is formed, transistor's type will be 
either PNP or NPN. The type will determine the polarity 
of the bias voltages. 
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Regardless of type, the three elements of a transistor 
are called: emitter, base, and collector. For the transistor 
to amplify the emitter-base junction must be forward biased 
and the base-collector junction must be reversed as shown 
in the drawing on the following page. 
Although the transistor has many advantages compared 
to the vacuum tube--such as: less power consumption, 
instant operation, lonG life, and saving s in weight and 
size--there are some precautions which must be observed. 
Points to remember when handling transistors and to avoid 
are: dropping, lead bending, overheating , excessive voltage, 
and excessive power . 
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MULTIPLEX FREQUENCY M'.ODULATION 
The first public demonstration of multiplex trans-
mission, stereo, was conducted in 1950 in New York City 
by the Multiplex Development Corporation . Even though 
the subchannel had a frequency limit of only 8,000 cycles 
the demonstration was impressive . Until 1955 stereo 
equipment had not_ been perfe cted enough for the general 
public . By this time a good response was obtained, up to 
1 9 
15 ,.000 cycles on the subchannel as well as the main channel •. 
The signal-to-noise ratio was better than sixty decioels 
on the main channel and a~ least fifty-five decibels on 
the subchannel . This ratio compares with monophonic 
Frequency Modulation and is bett.er than the signal-to-
noise ratio ordinarily obtained on AmiJli tude Modulation. 
Distortion, both harmonic and intermodulatory, was kept 
below . 5% on the main channel and 1.5% on the subchannel, 
even with the maximum signal level, thus meeting high-
1 fidelity standards. 
It was not until April 19, 1961, that the Federal 
Communication Commission announced the approval of FM 
1Herman b'urstein, Stereo How It Works (New York : 
Gernsback Library, Inc . , 1959), 50-52 . 
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stereo multiplexing . There were at least seventeen different 
systems from which the FCC could choose before deciding 
on which system of multiplexing they preferred . The 
system finally chosen was one proposed by the General 
Electric Company and the Zenith Radio Corporation with 
some adaptions made by the FCC . This decision of the 
FCC was the beginning of a new dimension of importance 
for FM broadcasting . 
With any type of stereo multiplex system, including 
that adapted by the FCC, there is a tendency for it to be 
more subject to interference than the monophonic main 
channel . Ignition noise may sound louder; stray radiation 
from FM tuners, television sets, and other transmitters 
may cause ·whistle tones to be audible in the background; and 
the tube hiss of the first stage . in the FM tuner will 
degrade the signal-to-noise ratio . 1 
Eore than one voice or other type of information 
may be used to modulate a single transmitted carrier with 
the multiplex nodulation system we now use . There are 
several forms of multiplex modulation which ran3e from a 
simple multiplex which may only transmit two separate 
signals to a more complex system which may carry scores 
of individual voice communications . 
1 
W. A. Stock:lin , 11 FH Multiplexing," Electronics 
World, LXVI (July, 1961), 2 . 
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One of the most common places in which the multiplex 
transmission is used is in television broadcasting. At 
the television transmitter vidio, blanking , and synchroniz-
ing information are conveyed on the same carrier. With 
color transmission the transmission grows increasingly 
more complex. 
For a stereo broadcast separate microphones, one 
each for the right and left signal components, are placed 
to pick up the audio from the right and left sides of the 
program source. From the microphones the signal is supplied 
to the matrix, where the left and right signals are 
combined in a single so-called L+R component. The L+R 
component is the same as if the signal had been picked 
up by a single microphone, or to state it another way, the 
output from the microphones is combined in phase . This 
is a monophonic signal such as would be transmitted from 
the FM transmitter to any monophonic FM receiver. 1rhe 
above technique is what makes stereo FM transmission 
compatible with monophonic n r transmission. For the 
monophonic, or non-stereo receivers, the L+R signal is 
all that is used of the stereo transmission. 
In the matrix the R signal is also reversed in 
polarity and then combined with the L signal. By this 
method a so-call~d L-R signal component is derived . This 
signal component conveys the stereo information. 
When the ti.rn signals, L-R and L+R, are added in 
phase a 2L is the result . When the two signals are 
combined out of phase the result is 2R. The above is 
accomplished in the matrix section of a stereo receiver . 
By adding and substracting, the original left and right 
signals of the broadcast are reproduced . 
Before transmission the L-R signal is supplied to 
the subcarrier generator . A double sideband modulation 
system is used in the subcarrier generator . The carrier 
is suppressed while both AM sidebands are passed . This 
method of suppressed carrier AM modulation system is used 
in the modulation of a 38 kilocycle subcarrier . Similar 
to other types of sideband transmission systems, the 
carrier must be reinserted before demodulation at the 
receiver . In stereo FM this is made possible by trans-
mission of a 19 kilocycle pilot carrier . 
When the stereo broadcast reaches the receiver , 
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the L+R signal is handled like any other FM transmission, 
passing directly from the FH demodulator into the receiving 
matrix . The L-R subcarrier is applied throu3h a bandpass 
filter to an AM detector . The demodulator requires a 
subcarrier which is obtained from the 19 kilocycle pilot 
carrier . The 19 kilocycle pilot carrier is passed through 
a sharp 19 kilocycle bandpass filter and then it is used 
23 
to drive a doubler . The doubler output is the 38 kilocycle 
needed by the product detector . From the AJ.VJ. detector the 
L-R signal is obtained and applied to the matrix . The 
original L and R stereo signals are recovered from the 
matrix and used for the riGht and left audio channels of 
the stereo reproduction system . 1 
The following diagram depicts the paths of right 
and left signals as they orig inate at the microphone, go 
throu5h t he various stages of t he transmitter, are picked 
up by the home receiver , and the original right and left 
transmissions are reproduced for t he listener . 
1Edward M. Noll, FM and Multiplex Modulation Systems, 
III (Indianapolis: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1962 , 101-103 . 
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